What Happened to Lani Garver

2002

sixteen year old claire is unable to face her fears about a recurrence of her leukemia her eating disorder her need to fit in with the popular crowd on hackett island and her mother s alcoholism until the enigmatic lani garver helps her get control of her life at the risk of his own
the appearance of a mysterious teen leads to tragedy on a small fishing island in this taut provocative novel that crackles with suspense publishers weekly the close knit residents of hackett island have never seen anyone quite like lani garver everything about this new kid is a mystery where does lani come from how old is lani and most disturbing of all is lani a boy or a girl popular claire mckenzie isn t up to tormenting lani with the rest of the high school elite instead she decides to befriend the intriguing outcast but within days of lani s arrival tragedy strikes and claire is left questioning herself her friendships and most interesting of all the possibility that angels may exist on earth gripping ym magazine prejudice homophobia friendship tolerance individuality and the possibility that something spiritually bigger than all of us rules this universe are wonderfully woven into this powerfully told story outstanding writing strong characterization and riveting plot development make this title rise above many recent coming of age stories school library journal the characterizations are superb the hint of supernatural only adds to the appeal successfully raising many valid issues this should appeal to teens from the popular to the marginalized kirkus reviews lani s androgyny and his angelic possibilities are intriguingly played out booklist

**Whatever Happened to Lani McGregor?**

2013-07-19

fourteen year old lani mcgregor never figured that running for her life could be fun even when it involves magic true not all of it is going to be a breeze but when you ve got a load of kick butt best friends to back you up nothing too bad is going to go down or is it
Teaching, Affirming, and Recognizing Trans and Gender Creative Youth

winner of the 2018 outstanding book by the michigan council teachers of english choice magazine as an outstanding academic title for 2018 winner of the 2017 aera division k teaching and teacher education exemplary research award this book draws upon a queer literacy framework to map out examples for teaching literacy across pre k 12 schooling to date there are no comprehensive pre k 12 texts for literacy teacher educators and theorists to use to show successful models of how practicing classroom teachers affirm differential a gender bodied realities across curriculum and schooling practices this book aims to highlight how these enactments can be made readily conscious to teachers as a reminder that gender normativity has established violent and unstable social and educational climates for the millennial generation of lesbian gay bisexual transgender intersex a gender a sexual gender creative and questioning youth

The Bully in the Book and in the Classroom

noted expert on bullying and english teacher bott hand picked this selection of 40 books to use to successfully address the kinds of bullying behavior that occur at a particular age arranged by grade level from k 12 chapters describe particular types of bullying and offer summaries and annotations reviews and evaluations with quotations that illustrate themes in each activities and questions for
discussion make this a particularly useful resource for the home school or public library

Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: William J. Clinton, 1993

1994-01-01

public papers of the presidents of the united states

Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States

1993

containing the public messages speeches and statements of the president 1956 1992

Radical Reads 2

2009-11-25

radical reads 2 picks up where the first volume left off featuring 101 radical young adult books that have come out since its publication author joni richards bodart defends their inclusion in library collections and school curricula after introducing each book with
lists of characters and major themes she also suggests a number of booktalk and book report ideas also identifying books with mature themes in her risks section included as well is a section that lists the awards that the books have won and a section of book reviews

**Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents**

1993

how do you teach children to value peace and appreciate diversity one way is to provide them with books with themes that promote these ideas the parent teacher guide to children's books on peace and tolerance offers readers a wide variety of award winning titles along with annotations and grade level recommendations the book is divided into the following sections preschool grade three grades 4 6 middle school and high school each section has over 100 listings topics include civil rights the holocaust slavery native americans bullying war child abuse bigotry cooperation acceptance apartheid family relationships arab israeli conflict controlling anger the civil war the vietnam war wwii gays and lesbians and other social issues many of these books are the recipients of the following awards and honors newbery award school library journal starred review caldecott award boston globe horn book award american library association notable book jane addams children's book award american bookseller pick of the list kirkus reviews starred review publishers weekly starred review booklist starred review coretta scott king award voya top picks national book award and the michael l printz award this guide is an excellent resource for parents who would like their children to become peace loving
accepting adults teachers who are looking for books to supplement their curriculum will find the suggested titles to be among the best written works in the designated areas for example one would be hard pressed to find a better written book on the holocaust for middle and high school students than i have lived one thousand years the author has done a great service by providing parents and teachers with a list of books that cannot be found anywhere else

A Parent/Teacher Guide to Children's Books on Peace and Tolerance

2005

lani is a young bi racial girl she was raised in the southern grit of subsidized housing in the heart of nashville tennessee she was raised by cash an african american reformed alcoholic after she was abandoned at birth by her caucasian mother lani is devastated when she is faced with the sudden death of her only beloved parent she is forced to make a choice to become a bride rather than spend the rest of her teen years in a foster home lani discovers that poetry can be a refuge when confronted with life's most challenging times she struggles to find her voice in the mist of a controlling husband four children and a very overbearing mother in law lani learns about life love and redemption in a piece untitled

A Piece Untitled

2014-07-02
looking for the truth behind rumors of a haunted gully in the australian outback lark a photographer and lani a phd researcher quickly find themselves entangled in tribal aboriginal beliefs no strangers to the supernatural lark and lani never expected that they would meet annie a part aboriginal angel who wants to defeat the gully ghost as lark begins showing signs of unusual powers himself the two find themselves drawn deeper into the dark secrets of the gully phenomenon along with a vatican investigator with a penchant for the occult lark and lani join forces with annie on a dangerous mission that will take them from the arid expanses of the outback to the walled enclave of vatican city in this thrilling paranormal adventure author a s finney is an accomplished writer who has written numerous stories and short plays with paranormal themes he works for a multinational company in the australian construction industry and lives in sydney australia with his wife and two children a sequel to gully ghost entitled earth angels is currently in the works gully ghost is his first novel

Gully Ghost

2009-02

on a bitterly cold night in january of 1979 the heiress to the sheraton hotel fortune vanished without a trace this is the true story of marcia moore daring author yoga teacher astrologer and occultist she experimented with the psychotropic anesthetic ketamine in the same vein as timothy leary s consciousness expanding research with lsd her interest in psychedelics has only added to the wild theories about moore s mysterious death in the four decades since psychics astrologers and armchair sleuths have all had their say now it s time to set the record straight in 1980
famous true crime author Ann Rule referred to Marcia's disappearance as probably the strangest case I have ever written about. One day there may be answers after years of painstaking research. This book reveals those answers about a case as multifaceted and intriguing as the woman who perished so tragically. This is the story of a bold woman raised well to do and just a stone's throw from Walden Pond who took the road less traveled and paid for it with her life.

Dematerialized

2021-11-02

This volume brings together diverse cross disciplinary scholarly voices to examine gender construction in children's and young adult literature. It complements and updates the scholarship in the field by creating a rich cohesive examination of core questions around gender and sexuality in classic and contemporary texts. By providing an expansive treatment of gender and sexuality across genres, eras, and national literature, the collection explores how readers encounter unorthodox as well as traditional notions of gender. It begins with essays exploring how children's and YA literature construct communities formed by gender, ethnicity, sexuality, and in face-to-face and virtual spaces. Section II's central focus is how gendered identities are formed, unpacking how texts for young readers ranging from Amish youth periodicals to the blockbuster Divergent series trace, reproduce, and shape gendered identity socialization. In section III, the essential literary function of translating trauma into narrative is addressed in classics like Anne of Green Gables and Pollyanna as well as more recent works. Section IV's focus on sexuality and romance encompasses fiction.
and nonfiction works examining how children's and young adult literature can serve as a regressive progressive and transgressive site for construction meaning about sex and romance last section iv offers new readings of paratextual features in literature for children from the classic tale of Cinderella to contemporary illustrated novels the key achievement of this volume is providing an updated range of multidisciplinary and methodologically diverse analyses of critically and commercially successful texts contributing to the scholarship on children's and ya literature gender sexuality and women's studies and a range of other disciplines

Gender(ed) Identities

2016-08-25

the ruins of eden is a story about a man named christopher walker and his journey of discovery it begins with him and his younger sister lacey who stumble across a mysterious crumpled piece of paper while packing up the belongings of their deceased grandmother chris collapses onto the cluttered floor of the basement after reading the letter which triggers a series of events that lead him down a path of personal peril and self discovery

The Ruins of Eden

2012-11

bring on the drama cosmopolitan best new book of july 2023 i couldn't put it down alice clark platts slick agile and utterly
engrossing taiye selasi basking in singapore's non stop sunshine
low tax rate and crocodile birkins on every other arm dara amaka
and lillian are living the dream until their carefully constructed lives
are upended by a handsome and mysterious new arrival dara a
workaholic lawyer is on the brink of partnership at her firm when
lani a new hire from geneva is assigned to work on what should
have been her career making case amaka a sharp tongued banker
is in the midst of a painful family breakdown an instant attraction to
lani despite her lovely boyfriend jeopardizes her last shred of
stability lillian a piano prodigy turned housewife is desperately
trying to remain in singapore after her marriage comes to a messy
end a chance encounter with lani a man who is inexplicably
impossibly the spitting image of her late father triggers a grief she's
spent a lifetime suppressing forced to confront the ghosts of their
pasts dara amaka and lillian soon learn that unfinished history can
follow you anywhere even to singapore

In Such Tremendous Heat

2023-07-06

harlequin special edition brings you three new titles for one great
price available now these are heartwarming romantic stories about
life love and family this special edition box set includes an officer
and a maverick montana mavericks what happened at the wedding
by teresa southwick lani dalton needs to distract on duty officer
russ campbell from her rowdy brother instead they wind up locked
in a cell together where sparks ignite russ isn't eager to trust
another woman after he had his heart stomped on once before but
the deputy might just lasso this darling dalton for good destined to
be a dad welcome to destiny by christyne butler liam murphy just
discovered he’s a daddy fifteen years too late. The cowboy is taken with his daughter and her mother, Missy Dobbs, the beautiful Brit was the one who got away but Liam knows Destiny Wyoming is where he and his girls are meant to be together. Coming home to a cowboy family renewal by Sheri Whitefeather.

Horse trainer Kade Quinn heads to Montana after uncovering his long lost son but he remains wary of the child’s mother, Bridget Wells. She once lit his body and heart on fire and time hasn’t dulled their passion for each other and their family look for Harlequin Special Edition’s September 2015 box set 2 of 2 filled with even more stories of life, love and family. Look for 6 compelling new stories every month from Harlequin Special Edition.

Harlequin Special Edition September 2015 - Box Set 1 of 2

2015-09-01

Sue Wright and Ken Polk are about to celebrate their third Christmas together. Sue thinks it’s about time for Ken to pop the question but her dreams don’t seem to make a blip on his radar. Ken is ready to take Sue to a barbershop Christmas concert she’d like a romantic evening alone with her beau. They’re at the theater when all hell breaks loose. Sue and Ken decide to part ways. She’s given him enough chances and it’s time for her to hit the road. She links up with her friend from Hawaii, Lani, with dreams of spending Christmas in a town like it’s a wonderful life’s fictional Bedford Falls. The two women head to Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan. Sue gets a job as a radio DJ and prepares for a new life away from Ken. Ken thinks Sue and Lani are in Southern California and in an effort to get as far away from his ex as possible, he plans a road trip of his own. He wants to
end up at his uncle phil and aunt betty’s place in sault ste marie michigan filled with twists of fate trips to jail and bone chilling weather christmas road trip dares to ask is there such a thing as destiny

Christmas Road Trip

2011-05-24

in a realm where a domineering priest once controlled his every move prince karpenmor now stands free ready to redefine his purpose and identity as he assumes control of his nation he’s compelled to confront the shadows of his past his quest for knowledge leads him to a discovery about a lost city and an unexpected desire for revenge unrestrained and desperate to know more about his mother karpenmor closes in on the deceptions his regent has maintained for decades unwittingly threatening his own position on dhartan the jesters are confronted with changes that force radical action from mother folly as they try to keep pace while lani’s unique skills offer them assistance a selfish decision by odajeen puts everything at risk more amulets break free from the fragile barrier causing friction amongst realms and emboldening their enemy limited in number the members of the court must become more than entertainers and hidden spies now hunting the objects that threaten the source of their power each of them must bring their unique capabilities to the fore in order to avoid the deadly danger confronting them in the wake of this shift even the eyes can no longer afford to stay hidden on their island forcing them to send forth more of their kind into the world
a today show readwithjenna book club pick basking in singapore’s nonstop sunshine dara amaka and lillian are living the glamorous expat dream until a mysterious not to mention handsome new arrival infiltrates their tight knit community and ruins everything wanderlust inducing lola akinmade Åkerström international bestselling author the lion city has gone by many names and is famous for many things its decadent street food its world class shopping its lush gardens that burst with tropical blooms but paradise is always hiding a snake for dara a workaholic lawyer from the uk singapore is opportunity every day brokering deals for her firm’s wealthy clientele she gets closer to her ultimate goal making partner for amaka a sharp tongued banker from nigeria singapore is extravagance gucci prada hermès she loves nothing more than to luxuriate in the major department stores that call her name on orchard road and for lillian a former pianist turned trailing spouse from the u s singapore is reinvention in a stunning apartment with 360 views the island seems to glitter as far as the eye can see but complications are looming in the form of an enigmatic stranger whose presence exposes cracks in singapore’s beguiling façade dara’s ambitions mean she has no life outside the firm and her insecurities are threatening to derail the promotion she’s spent the last six years striving for amaka is desperate to escape the chaos she left behind at home and hiding a spiraling shopping addiction that’s endangering her very sense of self and while lillian’s life may be the envy of outsiders a new obsession is imperiling everything and everyone around her in the sun sets in singapore kehinde fadipe captures the richness of this metropolis through the eyes of three tenacious women who are about to learn that unfinished history can follow you anywhere no matter how far you
zee annmarie and tan jubilee forever no exceptions they were to have the picture perfect life together everything was all planned out jubilee was to marry eitan and ezekiel was to marry annmarie that s how it was always supposed to be from the moment that they met textbook right wrong eitan and annmarie die in a freak accident that never should have happened leaving the two survivors reeling sixteen years later jubilee and zee can t even be in the same room with each other before things begin to deteriorate too many memories too much pain not enough forgiveness they re like hellfire and holy water and neither one of them is willing to admit that they re wrong then one day things change and all of a sudden they re looking at each other like maybe they aren t each other s enemies after all

the vili from the east had again swooped down on the sutar village in the northlands had taken provisions burned homes scattered the great sacred fire in the long house and even killed some of those that did not run fast enough and hide the special vasir bowl was also taken away as well as defiling the royal fire by seawater and
bodily fluids agni the fire master and loki his betrothed set out on a quest to retrieve the vasir bowl and locate the vili tribes treasure trove of stolen sutar wealth agni and loki with the intelligent and faithful dog tyr finally after many turns and trials found what they were looking for and more with the doubtful help of a gnome named garr the sutar seekers have success within their grasp will they fulfill their destiny will they find happiness and marry will they become leaders of their clan northland tells a tale of love trust and respect of a couple from a great people

Northland

2010-09-02

fans of romantic suspense won t be able to put this book down until the final page is turned publishers weekly on the deception when missing turns to murdered one woman s search for answers will take her to a place she never wanted to go after searching for her sister for two long years kate gallagher is devastated when she s called to the morgue to identify chrissy s body the runaway teen the victim of a brutal attack guilt and grief send kate into a tailspin she failed chrissy once she won t do it again even if finding her sister s killer means following a lethal bounty hunter into the heart of darkness placing both their lives in danger working at maximum security has taken jason maddox down some dangerous paths but never for a client he s so drawn to or for a case so monstrous as clues lead them deeper into the city s underbelly connections to human trafficking draw them closer and closer to peril but even jase s warnings can t convince kate to walk away as the deadly operation puts a target on their backs they ll have to decide what matters most the truth or their lives
The Deception

2019-09-10

the prince's pregnant bride

The Prince's Pregnant Bride / Billionaire Baby
Dilemma: The Prince's Pregnant Bride (Royal
Rebels) / Billionaire Baby Dilemma (Mills &
Boon Desire)

2011-08-01

this novel can be considered part two of malique's quest though it also happens to be the kickoff of a new ongoing series the world through a shaded eye it can also be enjoyed as a standalone novel skye alexander has just learned her grandmother passed away when she goes to new orleans louisiana for the funeral her aunt mo divulges a family secret skye learns the gift has been passed on to her she isn't so sure she wants to accept the gift but realizes she most likely doesn't have a choice skye's had vision issues ever since she gave birth to her firstborn especially in her right eye but now she knows why she can see shadows and shapes with her right eye she soon realizes they are spirits with the guidance of her aunt mo she learns how to control and use her newfound gift lani laveaux is tired of her big brother's malique ego ever since they returned to beach city california from new orleans louisiana after finding then destroying the pebble of knowledge he's changed into
someone she doesn't recognize. She and his ex-girlfriend Clarissa have been trying to get through to him but he refuses to listen. Lani starts to have dreams that their mother is still alive and is determined to find out the truth. Since Malique won't listen to her pleas, she enlists the help of Professor Chapman. Chapman learns of Skye's gift, the professor, Lani, and Clarissa meet with Skye. Will they find out the truth of what happened to Lani and Malique's mother? Is she alive? Will Malique rediscover who he is?

**Lani's Mission**

2020-09

Breatharian pathways, memories, motivations with Jasmuheen. In this book, Jasmuheen finally shares her memories and motivations over many timelines with the path of the true Breatharian. From times with Jesus and the disciple Luke to times in Cathar Country, being starved to death during the Inquisition to the life of an Indian woman whose great loss revealed the Breatharian way to dealing with sadhus and sages. In modern India, all of this and much more. Jasmuheen shares in this book as well as finally revealing the details of some of her most spectacular media trials as she continues to educate the world into this phenomena.

**Breatharian Pathways**

2011-03-31

Enjoy this urban fantasy series by USA Today bestselling author.
nicole zoltack about the youngest daughter of lucifer lydia isn t your typical demon her father is no other than lucifer himself and her siblings are basically the seven deadly sins and the horsemen of the apocalypse personified but lydia wants to be so much more than just the daughter of lucifer she s the daughter of fire of smoke of ashes and she will determine her own fate or die trying included in the boxed set is a never before published short story daughter of tempest keywords mayhem of magic demons monsters seven deadly sins four horsemen of the apocalypse apocalypse end of the world dark fantasy urban fantasy supernatural suspense fairytale fantasy fantasy romance romantic fantasy slow burn romance supernatural powers magic come into powers dark fantasy romance clean fantasy academy young adult paranormal romance young adult academy paranormal romance dark paranormal romance war free royal raven kennedy kelly st clare caroline peckham susanne valenti c n crawford elise kova robin d mahle elle madison d k holmberg cordelia castel kay l moody alisha klaphe

**BLACK BLOSSOM**

2001-01-18

anna deavere smith the award winning playwright and actor has spent a lifetime listening really listening to the people around her as a child in the segregated baltimore of the early 1960s smith absorbed the words of her parents teachers neighbors even train conductors and realized that there was something more being communicated than the actual words the conductor s voice had a mild kind of grandeur that was a cousin to the vocal tones i had heard at funerals ashes to ashes and at christenings and weddings
these are words that have been said many times but the person who speaks them understands that each time it must be said as if it matters because it does matter we never know what lies ahead and we never know what just happened and all words must house respect of those two unknowns in talk to me smith looks back at a singular career as a seeker and interpreter of language in america revealing the methodology behind her extraordinary search for the truth and nuances of verbal communication for thirty years the defining thesis of smith's work has been that how we speak is just as important in communicating truth and identity as what we say everything from individual vocal tone to grammar smith demonstrates can be as identifiable and revealing as a fingerprint her journey has taken her from the rarefied bastions of academia to riot torn streets she has conducted hundreds of interviews with subjects ranging from women prisoners to presidents of the united states in 1995 her ongoing investigation led her to washington d c after all what better place to wage an inquiry into the power of language and the language of power than in the city where message is a manufactured product what happens when we as citizens accept which we seem to be doing more and more our chosen leaders failure to tell the truth and how can we know that we are hearing what washington really has to say when everything we receive is filtered through the media armed with a blazing intellect and a tape recorder smith tackled these questions head on conducting more than four hundred interviews with people both inside and outside the power structure of washington she recorded these sessions in her trademark verbatim transcripts which include every tic and verbal utterance of her subjects more than thirty of these remarkable documents appear in this book including interviews with bill clinton anita hill studs terkel george bush mike mccurry and helen thomas after five years of searing investigation into the world of the politicians spin doctors and power brokers who are steering the course of our country from inside the beltway smith has come away with a revelatory assessment by turns
devastating and hopeful of the lexicon of power and politics in America talk to me is a landmark contribution from a woman whose pioneering insights into language speak volumes.

**Finally Found**

2011-12-06

develop the effective ethical and professional relationships and an honest and clear communication style that are the foundation of a successful bodywork practice this practical real world case based approach to professional practice focuses on the communications and ethics essential to success in the field.

**A Girl and her Hellhounds Complete Box Set 1-3**

2016-06-14

...sorry John Green fans but McDaniels been making us cry for decades says Bustle.com now in her latest novel as three high school seniors are in the midst of planning their futures they must face present day circumstances that force them to grasp what it means to truly become an adult Lani Kennedy has dreamed of becoming a nurse since her cousin Arie died of leukemia nothing will stop her from getting into the local nursing program Dawson Berke hasn’t dealt with his mom’s death and he’s angry at his dad for forcing them to move right before his senior year Sloan Quentin knows that her band is her ticket to fame and fortune when she
discovers that her boyfriend the band’s lead guitarist is cheating on her. She finds comfort and revenge in someone else’s arms as the lives of Lani Dawson and Sloan become entangled in unexpected ways. Reality hits harder than anyone could have imagined, and life-altering decisions are faced. For fans of romance tinged with tragedy, this latest offering will resonate. SLJ

**Talk to Me**

2012-09-01

Some doors should never be opened, so when Emily steps through a doorway into another world, she never considers the consequences. For Emily Sutton, being thirteen years old is difficult enough now, she has dragons to contend with. A world of mystery and adventure is waiting for her to explore, but she quickly discovers there is a reason for her being there and that some dragons are not happy about it. With lies clouding the truth and danger around every corner, Emily must fight to save the dragon world and herself. The only problem is who can she trust?

**Communications & Ethics for Bodywork Practitioners**

2007-02

Benjamin Big Traub, young Korean War veteran, takes a job as driver at Camp Harmony, expecting a summer of fun and light work. Instead, he encounters trouble and has conflicts with several.
staff members involving their cruelty abuse of campers bigotry and pedophilia despite these problems he becomes romantically involved with the camp doctor lani welch helps a youngster mickey davis cope with the recent death of his father and makes friendships with counselors and campers who are trying to cope in this fiercely competitive atmosphere big must make the choice of involving himself in these struggles and jeopardizing his position or ignoring them his dilemma leads to an anguishing series of incidents and consequences climaxing in the events of july 29th the anniversary of an unsolved murder committed 30 years earlier when campers must walk down the old harmony road as a test of their courage camp harmony is a powerful novel of self discovery and coming of age set in the supposedly innocent atmosphere of a boys summer camp

**Losing Gabriel: A Love Story**

2014-08-12

set on the breathtaking hawaiian island of kauai the aloha reef collection provides an intoxicating mix of romance and suspense with the rhythms of island life from usa today bestselling author colleen coble now available in one volume distant echoes it seems like paradise but dark secrets lurk just below the surface when a tragic accident downs a tourist boat off the coast of hawaii dolphin researcher kaia oana is one of the first in the water risking her own life to try and save others she s enlisted to help the us navy find out what really happened utilizing her specially trained dolphins to help kaia and lieutenant commander jesse matthews team up in the investigation but as they edge closer to the truth about the incident their own lives are threatened will a spirit of grace and
forgiveness prevail or will it be overshadowed by the distant echoes of past pain and the imminent danger from a cold blooded killer black sands as a volcano on hawaii begins to rumble family crisis brings an unlikely couple together annie s the brainy type quietly assisting her father in his volcano research she s always admired her brother s friend mano for his outgoing athletic ways but her devotion turns to disdain after mano s mistake results in her older brother s untimely death mano s mistake haunts him it cost his best friend s life but just as he s bringing tomi s belongings to his family mano discovers tomi is alive and in serious danger that danger threatens to spill over to the rest of the family annie and mano join forces to discover the source of the threat against the family even as a long inactive volcano rumbles in the distance dangerous depths sometimes life s most precious treasure lies at dangerous depths leia ditched a promising medical career to settle on a secluded island in hawaii her ex fiancé bane has come to the island to find out why when an act of sabotage pushes bane closer to leia they are plunged into a tangle of emotion and peril just as a series of threatening natural events grip the island midnight sea losing her sight turns lani s world upside down bringing danger mystery and unexpected romance a seemingly random shooting at her aunt s coffee farm has left lani tagama blind now she must learn to navigate in a world of darkness with the help of an ex cop named ben and a half trained guide dog lani begins to regain her former independence then lani and ben discover that her injury wasn t caused by a random shooting it was a botched murder attempt they must work together to discover the identity of the would be murderer before he strikes again holy night one sinister phone call has derailed their wedding will they let it tear them apart forever a christmas wedding on the beach what could be more perfect poinsettias and fragrant pikake blossoms soft sand and mistletoe the gentle sound of the surf and the wedding march played on a ukulele this wedding has been a long time coming with bane s trust issues and leia s worries about her childlike sister eva
now they can hardly wait for the day to arrive thrilled to be a bridesmaid eva keeps trying on her ruffled dress the tent is reserved the caterers are paid everything is going as planned until leia s phone rings and her world skids out of control a muffled voice informs leia that eva s been kidnapped and will be killed unless leia calls off the wedding without explanation and no police if she disobeys instructions and tells bane she ll risk her beloved sister s life but how can she ever handle this without his help and how can he ever trust her if she lies to him now

**Dragon Scales**

2002

the curious case of detective dreamy rust creek ramblings by now you ve all heard about lani dalton everyone s favorite ace in the hole bartender observed singing and dancing fully clothed in the park fountain on the fourth of july she was hauled off to jail dripping wet by dashing detective russ campbell readers what would you do if you found yourselves in the strong arms of the law since then lani s been reluctant to revisit the case of the spiked wedding punch because helping the arrestingly handsome russ crack the case could risk breaching family confidentiality and lani never breaks a promise so why does russ keep showing up at the ace we at the gazette would never kiss and tell but reports of lani and russ s mutual distrust are greatly exaggerated

**Camp Harmony**
untamed hearts discover the gifts of love and family in this anthology featuring two contemporary western holiday romances the sheriff who found christmas by marie ferrarella former big city cop lani chisholm is determined to get sheriff garrett tanner in the holiday spirit especially since the sexy scrooge became guardian to his niece with a heart the size of texas lani has more than enough love for garrett and his little girl and with some unexpected help from a tree hunt and a missing angel a certain western lawman just may discover his own christmas miracle a rancho diablo christmas by tina leonard trading kisses under the mistletoe is not what brought johnny donovan to rancho diablo after all he s a diehard bachelor and jess st john s the most undomesticated woman in new mexico then why does the petite horse trainer fill johnny with such heart soaring holiday spirit the plan was to outsmart the callahan matchmakers only now it s johnny who s hankering to get jess to say yes what s a love charmed santa to do

The Aloha Reef Collection

it took only one kiss from his brother s widow to set aj rahia s soul on fire and set him closer to assuming his brother s throne tradition would have the prince turned hollywood producer marry his brother s wife but could he accept his brother s unborn child as his own lani rahia was caught between two men her dead husband and the future king by telling the truth about one would she lose the other she d been snared in a marriage of convenience before this time
she wouldn’t settle for such pretence for her or her child instead
she’d have a lifetime of aj’s love or nothing

**The Publishers Weekly**

2012-07-01

indonesia post soeharto the new military government hits overdrive
with ambitious plans to construct state of the art nuclear power
stations in java and bali but will it stop there or will indonesia’s
buoying nuclear potential expose the unstable region to a
terrifying arms race how will the powerful lim family gain from the
installation of the nuclear reactors and what is the mysterious
bartlett’s treacherous game when events spin out of control only
michael bradshaw can prevent global disaster in jakarta which
completes his popular asian trilogy kerry collison takes us into a
dangerous and corrupt world of high finance and global politics

**An Officer and a Maverick**

2018-10-01

**Holiday in a Stetson**
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